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In Januar of 2016, the World conomic Forum releaed a erie of report aout the future of work. According to their reearch, we are
entering a Fourth Indutrial Revolution. Where the firt indutrial revolution rought team engine, the econd uhered in electricit, and the
third introduced computer and the Internet, the fourth fue the digital, phical, and iological tem of the world. The new technologie
aociated with thi era will fundamentall change the nature and context of work at an unprecedented pace and at a gloal cale.
According to The Future of Jo report, creativit will e one of the top three required kill  the ear 2020. Worker will need to eek out
novel olution, appl knowledge in different wa, and conider option for prolem that have never efore exited.

However, the American pulic chool tem evolved a a -product of the firt indutrial revolution which valued rule-following, conformit,
and a quet for the "right anwer." Thi tark contrat then raie a critical quetion: how do we foter more creative tudent?
In hi 2005 cientific American Mind article, Unleahing Creativit, Ulrich Kraft explained that creativit could e nurtured, arguing that new
olution emerge from configuring exiting knowledge and undertanding in infinite and unique wa. Where intelligence ma e an innate and
finite trait, it onl determine the potential for individual to engage in convergent thinking - the ailit to find a ingle anwer to a prolem
uing traditional or orthodox methodologie. Creativit, on the other hand, examine a peron' innate ailit to engage in divergent thinking the proce of eeking out novel prolem and olution (Kraft, 2005).
Children enter into chool a creative individual full of imagination and curioit. The ak quetion, eek out new olution, and genuinel
want to learn, et traditional aement and chool tructure reward convergent thinking. A tudent progre through a tem that
value the acquiition of a ingle right anwer and receive validation aed on their ailit to produce a "right" repone, then the develop
new neural pathwa that deter rather than foter creativit and divergent thinking (Kraft, 2005). To foter creativit require not onl the
acquiition of a domain of knowledge ut alo the opportunit to make new aociation  contructing unique artifact of learning.
The quetion then ecome how to alance the requirement of the current educational tem with the future need to foter more creative
and complex thinker. A an intructor with dTechTeacher, I regularl hear teacher expre concern aout how to innovate their claroom
practice and adopt new trategie to meet the intellectual demand of the future given the influence of external preure uch a
tandardized tet, common aement, other colleague, and even parent. However, John Hopkin Univerit profeor Gregor,
Hardiman, Yarmolinkaa, Rinne, and Lim (2013) argue that creativit require oth routine and adaptive expertie meaning that creativit and
content do not repreent an either/or deate.
According to Gregor et al. (2013), routine expertie reult from the acquiition of knowledge and experience. tudent cannot e creative if
the do not poe ackground undertanding of the content, context, and aociated procedure. Adaptive expertie then leverage thi
foundational knowledge uch that tudent can engage in prolem olving and look for wa to change and adapt their prior undertanding to
eek out novel olution. Collaorative, hand-on, project-aed learning experience provide tudent with an opportunit to oth acquire
routine experience and engage in the more divergent thinking that ma ultimatel unleah their creativit.
Over the pat everal month, I have written aout the rie in popularit of Project-aed Learning (PL) and Deign Thinking to caffold
the proce of innovating claroom practice. Thee framework offer teacher a tructure for deigning new learning experience that
timulate inquir, prolem-olving, idea generation, and creativit. Whether tudent engage in empath and define new prolem via the
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timulate inquir, prolem-olving, idea generation, and creativit. Whether tudent engage in empath and define new prolem via the
deign thinking proce or preent their learning to an authentic audience a the culmination of a PL experience, the gain the opportunit to
uild that adaptive expertie required  thi fourth indutrial revolution.
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